Improving Neural Network based Vibration Control for Smart Structures by Adding Repetitive Control
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Abstract: Neural networks (NN) has been a popular vibration control method because of its robustness and practicability to reject broad band disturbances for complex systems such as smart structures. However, the benign characteristic of NN, suppressing a wide range frequency of disturbances, may also limit its control performance at specific frequencies and inevitably cause non-minimum output responses in particular under persistent excitation. To alleviate this limitation and improve the performance of NN based control methods, this paper presents a hybrid control strategy comprising a neural controller and a repetitive controller for active vibration control of smart structures. The neural controller is a fundamental controller which applies back-propagation networks for performance evaluation. To add repetitive control into the existing NN control system, the work transforms a feedback controller to a feedforward control problem with the solutions of a bezout identity embedded with known internal models of injecting disturbances. The presented hybrid control provides a synergetic effect and aims for better suppression performance subject to complicated disturbances in stringent environments. Experimental results on a flexible beam demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control method.
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1 Introduction

In the past two decades neural networks (NN) has been recognized as an effective technique for active vibration control applications [1,2,3,4] due to its robustness to dynamic parameters variation and adaptability to broad band disturbances rejection [4]. For smart structures applications, NN is commonly realized in particular along with func-tional materials made sensors and actuators [5] because the demands of lightness and compactness are continuously increasing from industries.

Among the available functional materials, piezoelectric materials are the most popular ones because they provide fast response and fine resolution. As a result, a great number of re-search concerning the use of NN and piezoelectric actuators on various kinds of structures for active vibration control has been widely reported, ranging from simulation study [4,6,7,8] to experimental investigation [1,9,10,11,12,13]. Most of the research has been concentrated on developing various NN models and controllers and emphasized on the vibration control performance by injecting complicated board band disturbances including band-limited white noises [9,11,12]. NN is considered as a robust control method and particularly suitable for suppressing vibration responses with respect to unknown excitation or time varying environments. From practical point of view, this is not a surprising result because the mechanism of NN basically aims to minimize the mean square value of the error between desired input and target output [14], or equivalently the measured output in most active vibration control studies. This benign property explains why NN based methods effectively address uncertain situations and surpass other classical methods with smaller amplitude and smoother shape characteristics frequently discussed in frequency domain anal-ysis, showing the ability of rejecting distur-bances comprising a wide range of frequencies.

However, although useful in smart structures technology, the NN based vibration control tech-niques still have limitations and need further investigation. Considering the well-known Bode integral constraint [15] the increased robustness of NN may simultaneously constrain the control performance and cause periodic and non-minimum output responses especially when dealing with deterministic signals [1,11,12,16]. Although these repeatable errors could be reduced with the aid of
carefully adjusting the learning parameters in NN, it is inconvenient to perform such an exhaustive tuning task which makes limited performance improvement and remains non-convergent steady state errors.

To release this performance constraint and improve the vibration suppression more efficiently, this paper presents an enhanced NN control method that includes a repetitive controller based on a hybrid control structure [17]. Following the internal model principle [18] the added repetitive control can effectively eliminate the periodic errors coming from the persistent excitation near resonant frequencies. Besides improving the performance of rejecting periodic disturbances, the hybrid control provides a synergetic effect and aims for better vibration control subject to complicated disturbances in stringent environments. The work first introduces a neural controller applying back propagation networks as a fundamental controller for performance evaluation. The study then experimentally verifies the performance and effectiveness of the proposed hybrid NN controller on a flexible beam for better active vibration control.

2 Hybrid Neural Network and Repetitive Controller Design

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed hybrid neural network and repetitive controller, where \( v \) and \( u \) represent the system output and control input, respectively. The control goal of this study is to further improve the vibration suppression performance of neural network controller \( C_1 \) with the aid of adding repetitive controller \( C_2 \). For this hybrid control system, \( C_1 \) could be any standard feedback controller besides neural network controller and \( C_2 \) is another feedback controller which includes a positive feedback loop cascaded by a plant model \( \hat{G} \). Using this specific control structure, one can embed the repetitive controller into an existing feedback control system because finding \( C_2 \) becomes a typical feedforward control problem as explained in the following sections.

2.1 Neural Network Controller Design

The neural network applied in this study is a back propagation algorithm [14] which can propagate the input signals through weighted operation and activation functions (neurons) in hidden layers and pass them to the output layer. If the difference between the network outputs and the desired values exists, the networks will propagate the signals back to the hidden layers and iteratively adjust the weights and biases until the difference reduces to an acceptable range. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of a typical back-propagation neural network, in which \( x_i \), \( H_j \) and \( y_k \) represent the input signal, activation function, and output signal, respectively.

The mathematical representation relating to the network in Figure 2 can be explained as follows:

\[
y^k_j = H_j(\text{net}^n_j), \quad \text{net}^n_j = \sum_{i} w_{ij}^p x^{n-1} + b^p_j, \tag{1}
\]

where \( n \) and \( j \) denote the number of interested layer and neuron, respectively, \( w_{ij} \) and \( b_j \) represent the weight and bias corresponding to the \( j^{th} \) neuron, and \( \text{net}^n_j \) indicates the sum of weighted outputs from the \((n-1)^{th}\) layer. The activation function \( H \) in equation (1) is a hyperbolic function presented as

\[
H_j(\text{net}^n_j) = \tanh(\text{net}^n_j), \tag{2}
\]

To reduce the error between network output \( y_k \) and the desired value \( d_k \), define a cost function \( E \) as

\[
E = \frac{1}{2} \sum_k (d_k - y_k)^2. \tag{3}
\]

By using a steepest descent method and minimizing the above cost function, the update formula for weights \( w_{ij} \) can be determined as

\[
w_{ij}(p+1) = w_{ij}(p) - \eta \frac{\partial E}{\partial w_{ij}} \tag{4}
\]

In equation (4) \( w_{ij}(p) \) and \( w_{ij}(p+1) \) represent the weight at current and next time step, respectively. \( \eta \) is a tuning parameter which determines the learning rate. The real-time update of weights reduces the error and achieves the desired control performance when the neurons persistently receive signals for training purpose. The training process is repeated and stopped until the error is within an allowed small range.

2.2 Repetitive Controller Design

A repetitive controller is a feedback controller that includes an internal model of input signals. This type of
controller can eliminate periodic disturbances based on the internal model principle [18]. Researchers have developed various repetitive controllers for many control applications, including prototype repetitive control [19], robust repetitive control [20], and the internal model control approach mentioned in [21]. The applied repetitive controller in this study is similar to the technique presented in [21], but excludes an adaptive controller component. The transfer function from exogenous input \( d \) to system output \( y \) can be derived as follows:

\[
y = \frac{1 - \hat{G}C}{1 - GC + GC}d, \tag{5}
\]

where \( \hat{G} \) is the plant model of \( G \) and can be obtained using a finite element model [5] or system identification methods [22]. Assuming that the system plant is stable and the identified plant model is sufficiently accurate, meaning that \( \hat{G} \approx G \), equation (5) then becomes

\[
y = (1 - \hat{G}C)d. \tag{6}
\]

The original feedback control problem has been transformed to a feed-forward control problem. Thus, the control goal here is to minimize the tracking error with cost a function \( J = (1 - \hat{G}C) \). The simplest solution to this control problem is to find a stable plant inverse of \( \hat{G} \) [23]. Several performance indexes, such as 2-norm or infinity-norm, can be used for different optimal control problems [24]. For practical applications, consider the case when the system input contains some specific internal models \( D \), which is usually known a priori. To control the vibration of flexible structures, an important goal is to minimize the significant structural responses under persistent excitation at or near resonant frequencies. Therefore, it is natural to choose a periodic signal generator \( D = 1 - \varepsilon^{-N} \), whose period \( N \) corresponds to the fundamental frequency and resonant modes in the repetitive controller design. Let

\[
1 - \hat{G}C = RD \quad \text{or} \quad \hat{G}C + RD = 1, \tag{7}
\]

where \( R \) is a part of the controller \( C \) and needs to be designed later. The equation above can be recognized as the famous “Bezout Identity” [25] with the assumption that \( \hat{G} \) and \( D \) are coprime.

Next, consider a single input, single output (SISO) plant model \( \hat{G} \) and factorize \( c \) into two parts \( \hat{G} = G_oG_i \), in which \( G_o \) is minimum phase and \( G_i \) is non-minimum phase, respectively. Suppose

\[
\hat{G} = \frac{B}{A} = \frac{B^+B^-}{A} = G_oG_i, \tag{8}
\]

where \( A \) and \( B \) represent the denominator and numerator of \( \hat{G} \), and \( B^+ \) and \( B^- \) indicate the stable and unstable parts of \( B \), respectively. Substituting equation (8) into equation (7), one can obtain

\[
RD + \tilde{C} = 1, \quad \tilde{C} = CG_o. \tag{9}
\]

From the plant inversion idea presented in [23] one solution pair \( R', C' \) to solve equation (9) is given as follows:

\[
R' = \frac{1}{1 - (1 - \gamma G_iG_i)q^{-N}},
\]

\[
\tilde{C} = \frac{\gamma G_iq^{-N}}{1 - (1 - \gamma G_iG_i)q^{-N}}, \tag{10}
\]

where \( \gamma \) is a learning gain for performance tuning, \( G_i^+(z^{-1}) = G_i(z) \), and \( q \) is a zero phase low pass filter to suppress the instability caused by the high gain feedback at undesired frequency ranges. Note that this \( q \) filter is embedded within the selected internal model as \( D = 1 - q(z,z^{-1})z^{-N} \). Refer to [21] for a detailed performance analysis of the design parameters in equation (10).

### 3 Experimental Setup

This study used an aluminum flexible beam for active vibration control experiments. Table 1 lists the beam properties. A piezoelectric patch actuator (Model No. SB4020008 from Piezo actuator™) and a PVDF sensor (Model No. LDT0-028K/L from MEAS) were surface bonded to the fixed end of the cantilever beam as a pair of collocated piezoelectric actuator-sensor patches. Table 2 summarizes the properties of the piezoelectric patches.
Table 1 Beam properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Cantilever Beam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Beam length</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>Beam thickness</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>Beam width</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>25.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Beam density</td>
<td>Kg/m$^3$</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>N/m$^2$</td>
<td>$7.1 \times 10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 PZT patches properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>PZT actuator</th>
<th>PVDF sensor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_{pp}$</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_p$</td>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{py}$</td>
<td>Width</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_p$</td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Kg/m$^3$</td>
<td>$7.4 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$1.78 \times 10^4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_{31}$</td>
<td>Stress constant</td>
<td>Vm/N</td>
<td>$-8.2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{31}$</td>
<td>Stress constant</td>
<td>C/N</td>
<td>$-3.2 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>N/m$^2$</td>
<td>$7.1 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>$0.2 \times 10^{10}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 presents the experimental setup for real-time vibration control experiment. A third PZT patch used to excite resonant mode was attached to the free end of the beam. A twenty-times voltage amplifier (VP7206 made by PiezoMaster) was used to supply enough voltage input to actuate the PZT actuator and suppress the structural vibration. A sensor amplifier (Piezo film lab amplifier made by MEAS) with a 30 mV r.m.s. noise level and an 0.1 Hz ~ 10 Hz band-pass filter setup was adopted to filter out unwanted noises and obtain useful measurement for feedback control. This study is primarily concerned with the suppression of beam’s first mode, whose resonant frequency is approximately 6 Hz. The proposed hybrid control algorithms were implemented using MATLAB Simulink, and the data was acquired by a 16-bit A/D and 12-bit D/A DAQ board (PCIM-DAS1602/16) at a 3 kHz sampling rate.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

Because of the applied repetitive control, a mathematical model is still needed to facilitate the proposed controller design. This section first presents system identification results and then moves to the discussion of vibration control experimental results on a flexible cantilever beam.

4.1 Neural Network Controller Design

As shown in the literature and also in experiments, the first mode of the flexible beam mainly dominates its vibration response and thus becomes the major concern in this study. To obtain a mathematical model for the repetitive controller design, system identification technique was performed by injecting a time series of random binary signal and recording the sensor output as input and output data. The random frequency range was from $0 \sim 15$ Hz sampled at 3 kHz for 10 seconds. Using the system identification toolbox “ident” in Matlab and filtering out high frequency dynamics one can fit a discretized second order model. Figure 4 presents the identification results.

4.2 Vibration Control Results and Discussion

For the training of neural network controller, the work applied a network which consists of one hidden layer with four neurons and one output neuron for NN control input.
The neurons in the hidden layer and output layer use a sigmoid function and a linear function, respectively. Considering the case that the disturbance is measureable, the three inputs are excitation signals, its one step delay, and error signal. After the training and fine tuning process the weights in the network are fixed for controller implementation.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, this study designed two sets of disturbance sources for vibration suppression experiment, including (1) combination of sine wave and impulse disturbances; and (2) combination of sine wave and band-limited white noise disturbances. The following compares the vibration suppression performance of three controllers: NN control, repetitive control, and hybrid NN/repetitive control.

1) Vibration Suppression Result for Impulse and Sine Wave Disturbances

In the first experiment, the study gives sine wave disturbance in the first 10 seconds and then adds impulse disturbance by hitting the end of the beam. Besides performance evaluation, one purpose of injecting this kind of disturbance is to test the robustness of the proposed method subject to an unexpected input particularly under persistent excitation.

Figure 5 illustrates the frequency responses of the uncontrolled and controlled output using fast Fourier transform (FFT). It is obvious from figure 5 that for no control case there exist two peaks coming from impulse and sinusoidal input excitation, respectively. Table 3 lists the amplitude reduction results for these two peaks. As can be seen, applying NN control alone achieves about 39% at first mode and 81% at 6 Hz vibration suppression, respectively. Using repetitive control further reduces the amplitude peak at 6 Hz by 87% but pops up the peak at the first mode. Figure 6 shows the time responses of the controlled output by using three different controllers. Clearly, applying either NN control or RC control suppresses the oscillating outputs well, reaching a steady state less than 7 seconds. It is found that trained neural networks reduce the maximum absolute value of the output time data but cause a relatively larger steady state value comparing to the RC control case. Next, the influences of using the proposed hybrid controller method are justified through injecting an impulse input right after 10 seconds. As shown, an apparent transience occurs in particular in the RC control case (figure 6(b)). The above results indicate that RC control is effective in rejecting periodic-like signals but is unable to suppress the vibration response caused by impulse inputs. However, if we add the RC control into an existing NN control system, the resultant control further improves the overall suppression performance and reserves the advantages of each control, shown in figure 6(c).

2) Vibration Suppression Result for Sine Wave and Band-Limited White Noise Disturbances

In the previous experiment we have shown the effectiveness and robustness of using the enhanced NN control by adding repetitive control to suppress the vibration response subject to sinusoidal and impulse disturbances. To demonstrate the practicality of this method, this study also gives another set of disturbances by combining band-limited white noises (0 ∼ 0.5 Hz) with a 6 Hz sine wave for performance evaluation. This is a case commonly seen in many applications because random distur-bances always exist in real environment and applied experimental hardware.

Figure 7 shows the time responses of the controlled output using three control methods. Because of its learning properties under complicated environments, the result in figure 7(a) indicates that NN control smoothes the output with a fast converging speed (in 7 seconds) and reaches the steady state with over 50% reduction. On the other hand, the transient time in RC control case (figure 7(b)) is twice longer than in NN control case. Be-cause the main components of the injected disturbances are periodic signals, the RC control iteratively adjusts its control input based on a known internal model and achieves an asymptotic output contaminated by the random disturbances. It is found that applying the proposed hybrid NN/RC control still improves the control performance and alleviates this undesired effect in particular for the transient part as shown in figure 7(c).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Amplitude reduction results for the first mode and 6 Hz subject to impulse and sine wave disturbances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude (reduction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At first mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At 6 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusion

To improve the performance and practicability of NN based vibration control in smart structures technology, this paper presents a hybrid control design method by adding a repetitive controller into the existing NN control system. The experimental results conducted by injecting different combinations of sine wave, impulse, and band-limited white noises show excellent performance and effectiveness of the presented method. It is found that adding repetitive control effectively improves the overall performance both in transient and steady state responses in particular under persistent excitation. The enhanced NN control rejects complicated disturbances well and attains better vibration reduction comparing to applying NN control alone.
Figure 5 Frequency responses of the controlled output by FFT for impulse and sine wave disturbances

Figure 6 Time response of the controlled output for sine wave and impulse disturbances: (a) NN control; (b) RC control; (c) Hybrid NN/RC control
Figure 7 Time response of the controlled output for sine wave and impulse disturbances: (a) NN control; (b) RC control; (c) Hybrid NN/RC control
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